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ACORN

IMOS FacilitiesIMOS FacilitiesIMOS Facilities
ARGO Australia

Enhanced Measurements from Ships of Opportunity (SOOP) 

Southern Ocean Automated Time Series Observations (SOTS) 

Australian National Facility for Ocean Gliders (ANFOG) 

Autonomous Underwater Vehicle Facility (AUV) 

Australian National Mooring NetworkAustralian National Mooring Network

Australian Coastal Ocean Radar Network (ACORN)Australian Coastal Ocean Radar Network (ACORN)Australian Coastal Ocean Radar Network (ACORN)   

Australian Acoustic Tagging and Monitoring System (AATAMS) 

Facility for Automated Intelligent Monitoring of Marine Systems (FAIMMS) 

eMarine Information Infrastructure (eMII) 

Satellite Remote Sensing (SRS) 

ACORN
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ACORN

What does a Radar Measure?What does a Radar Measure?What does a Radar Measure?

Radial surface currents
Wind direction
Wave height
Directional wave spectrum

Over a large area
As often as every 10 minutes
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ACORN

HF RadarsHF RadarsHF Radars

Phased array (WERA), and direction finding (SeaSonde).
Operating frequency, 5 – 50 MHz, determines range.
FM chirp and pulsed. Bandwidth determines range resolution.
Measurement duration determines speed resolution.
Fixed transmitter and receiver antennas determine azimuthal sweep.
Number of antenna elements determines azimuthal resolution.

ACMA  allocates frequency and bandwidth.

Trade-off between long range and high resolution.
Low frequencies susceptible to night-time ionospheric interference.

Each radar measures radial component of surface current.
Two radar stations needed for resolved surface current vectors.

WERA/SeaView can produce directional wave spectra on reduced grid.

ACORN

Receive Antenna ConfigurationReceive Antenna Configuration

ACORN

Capricorn Bunker Group InstallationCapricorn Bunker Group Installation

Tannum SandsTannum Sands

Lady Elliot IslandLady Elliot Island

ACORN

Transmit AntennaReceive Antenna

Lady Elliot IslandLady Elliot Island

Lady Elliot Island Receive AntennaLady Elliot Island Receive Antenna

Tannum Sands Receive AntennaTannum Sands Receive Antenna

ACORN

Beam width variation with number of antenna elementsBeam width variation with number of antenna elementsBeam width variation with number of antenna elements

4 elements 8 elements 12 elements 16 elements

16 elements

Beam width variation with beam angleBeam width variation with beam angleBeam width variation with beam angle

ACORN

Weighting receive antenna elements can reduce side lobes at the Weighting receive antenna elements can reduce side lobes at the 
expense of broader beam. WERA uses binomial weighting which expense of broader beam. WERA uses binomial weighting which 
theoretically has no side lobes.theoretically has no side lobes.

Any deviation from a uniformly spaced straight line broadens beam. Any deviation from a uniformly spaced straight line broadens beam. 

Site restrictions may require curved or multiSite restrictions may require curved or multi--linear array.linear array.

Inaccurate placement during installation can introduce phase and beam Inaccurate placement during installation can introduce phase and beam 

angle errors, and broaden beam. Use differential GPS.angle errors, and broaden beam. Use differential GPS.

Cable calibration estimates electrical cable length and determines Cable calibration estimates electrical cable length and determines 

relative phases (100 mm = 1relative phases (100 mm = 1oo). Regular physical and electrical ). Regular physical and electrical 

calibrations at 3 to 12 month intervals.calibrations at 3 to 12 month intervals.
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ACORN

Physical Cable CalibrationPhysical Cable Calibration

 Time consuming (half to one day)
 Needs care when connecting
 Accurate (1o)
 Includes entire signal path

Electrical Cable CalibrationElectrical Cable Calibration

 Quick (one hour)
 Insensitive to connection
 Inaccurate (20o to 40o)
 Partial signal path

Rx Physical AEA

1 0.00 0.00

2 -1.66 15.7

Rx 2007-09 2011-05 2011-08

1 0.00 0.00 0.00

2 -7.39 0.78 1.46
3 -7.60 11.1

4 -5.31 10.5

5 -3.37 13.2

6 -9.95 5.5

7 2.10 4.6

8 17.34 22.0

9 -7.78 0.8

10 -1.60 -14.0

11 -175.57 169.0

12 16.78 4.9

13 113.28 102.8

14 126.88 98.7

15 57.89 30.7

16 42.73 14.1

3 -2.06 -4.09 3.68

4 -10.72 -14.96 -12.57

5 2.47 -0.45 9.05

6 -8.21 -10.38 -5.27

7 12.37 4.17 7.43

8 -4.31 -11.43 -7.37

9 -17.96 -29.77 -19.46

10 7.28 14.27

11 18.60 20.35

12 4.57 2.86

ACORN

Producing VectorsProducing Vectors

ACORN

Producing Surface Current VectorsProducing Surface Current VectorsProducing Surface Current Vectors

Select target point

Steer radar beam to target

Identify range cell

Radar 1

Radar 2

Target
Need a second radar station

Steer 2nd radar beam to target

Intersect range cells

ACORN

Typically choose target points that lie on a regular grid in geographic Typically choose target points that lie on a regular grid in geographic 
coordinate space with a separation commensurate with the range coordinate space with a separation commensurate with the range 
resolution. 3 km for 50 kHz resolution. 3 km for 50 kHz 
bandwidth.bandwidth.

Restrict beam angles to those which ensure that there is a reasonable Restrict beam angles to those which ensure that there is a reasonable 
minimum (10 dB) along the antenna base line. 45minimum (10 dB) along the antenna base line. 45oo for 12 elements andfor 12 elements andminimum (10 dB) along the antenna base line.  45minimum (10 dB) along the antenna base line.  45 for 12 elements and for 12 elements and 
6060oo for 16 elements.for 16 elements.

When combining radials to form vectors accuracy drops for radials which When combining radials to form vectors accuracy drops for radials which 
are nearly collinear. Restrict minimum acute angle to 15are nearly collinear. Restrict minimum acute angle to 15oo to 30to 30oo..

At the moment ACORN delivers radials every 10 min. eMII produces At the moment ACORN delivers radials every 10 min. eMII produces 
hourly averages and combine these to produce 2D surface current hourly averages and combine these to produce 2D surface current 
vectors.vectors.

Significant additional information is available from radial data when Significant additional information is available from radial data when 
conditions are poor.conditions are poor.

ACORN

Tannum Sands radials

Lady Elliot Island radials

Resolved vectors

Sample Data from GBR Installation  (Sample Data from GBR Installation  (Sample Data from GBR Installation  (200820082008---121212---030303TTT000000:::000000Z)Z)Z)   

ACORN

2007-11-28T03:05Z (day) 2007-11-28T12:10Z (night) 

Diurnal InterferenceDiurnal InterferenceDiurnal Interference
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ACORN

Surface current speed Surface current direction

Time Series of Surface CurrentTime Series of Surface CurrentTime Series of Surface Current

ACORN

Power Spectrum AnalysisPower Spectrum Analysis

ACORN

Beam Formed Power SpectrumBeam Formed Power Spectrum

 Shift of Bragg peaks determines 
radial surface current magnitude 
and direction towards or away 
from radar station.

 Null either side of Bragg peaks 
separate 1st and  2nd order 
regions with peaks outside thatregions, with peaks outside that 
representative of the dominant 
wave.

 Ratio of 1st order peaks can be 
used to estimate wind direction.

ACORN
Only the right Bragg peak is Only the right Bragg peak is 
present. No 2present. No 2ndnd order, which is order, which is 
indicative of a low sea state.indicative of a low sea state.

Both Bragg peaks are present, Both Bragg peaks are present, 
but there is a significant peakbut there is a significant peakbut there is a significant peak but there is a significant peak 
near to and larger than the left near to and larger than the left 
Bragg peak. This can be due to Bragg peak. This can be due to 
a vessel.a vessel.

Both Bragg peaks are probably Both Bragg peaks are probably 
present, but are obscured by present, but are obscured by 
noise. A significant current is noise. A significant current is 
indicated, which might be ruled indicated, which might be ruled 
out by neighbouring cells.out by neighbouring cells.

ACORN
Strong Strong 22ndnd order close to radar order close to radar 
station. Radial current away from station. Radial current away from 
radar station (Bragg peaks radar station (Bragg peaks 
shifted to the left). Wind has shifted to the left). Wind has 
component away from radar component away from radar 
station (left Bragg peak larger station (left Bragg peak larger 
than right Bragg peak).than right Bragg peak).

No 2No 2ndnd order. Radial current order. Radial current 
towards radar station (Braggtowards radar station (Braggtowards radar station (Bragg towards radar station (Bragg 
peaks shifted to the right). Wind peaks shifted to the right). Wind 
has component towards radar has component towards radar 
station (right Bragg peak larger station (right Bragg peak larger 
than left Bragg peak). Double than left Bragg peak). Double 
peak on left Bragg peak.peak on left Bragg peak.

No discernible Bragg peak.No discernible Bragg peak.

ACORN

Range PlotsRange Plots

 Significant 2nd order.
 Range 100 km.

 No 2nd order.
 Range > 180 km.
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ACORN

RF InterferenceRF Interference

 Clean
 Some 2nd order near 

radar

 Significant range reduction
 Some 2nd order near radar

 Strong in-band interference

ACORN

Standard WERA AnalysisStandard WERA Analysis

 Identify largest peak, then take 
moment of a fixed number of 
frequency bins around that 
peak.

 Large gaps in range due to 50 
Hz interferenceHz interference.

 Many large spurious values due 
to labelling 50 Hz interference 
as Bragg peak.

ACORN

ACORN Peak AnalysisACORN Peak Analysis

 Identify up to 32 largest peaks 
in power spectrum.

 Identify largest pair of peaks 
separated by twice the Bragg 
frequency.

 Gaps almost eliminated due to 
Bragg peaks being identified 
rather than largest peaks.

 Large spurious values greatly 
reduced.

ACORN

ACORN Swarm AnalysisACORN Swarm Analysis

 Keep list of up to 32 largest 
peaks for each grid point.

 Identify that grid point, P0, with 
the largest pair of Bragg peaks.

 Compare peaks of grid point P Compare peaks of grid point, Pi, 
nearest to P0, with Bragg peaks 
of P0, and identify 'most-likely' 
Bragg peaks of Pi.

 Iterate over all grid points.

 Large spurious values almost 
eliminated.

 Some holes produced.

ACORN

Receive Antenna Calibration RevisitedReceive Antenna Calibration Revisited

Sweeping in an arc 65 km from NNB plot the beam formed power spectra, 
expanded around the right Bragg peak.

 No receive antenna calibration.
 Even though the arc sweeps from 

north to south the Bragg peaks are 
suspiciously similar.

 Preliminary receive antenna calibration.
 Bragg peaks are sharper.
 Reversal of direction obvious.

ACORN

Quality Control FlagsQuality Control Flags
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ACORN

IODE Quality Control FlagsIODE Quality Control Flags

1. No quality control (real time data stream)

2. Good value (both Bragg peaks)

3. Probably good value (one strong peak or two Bragg peaks with low S/N)

4. Probably bad value (one peak with low S/N, or unusual shift)

5. Bad value

6 Changed value6. Changed value

7. Value below detection (no peaks found)

8. Value in excess (input signal clipped or current speed too large)

9. Interpolated value

10. Missing value (no peaks found)

11. Value phenomenon uncertain


